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ABSTRACT
Th e methods and techniques u臼d for Charged Particle Nuclear Data (
CPND) evaluation at Chinese Nuclear Data Center (CNDC) are summarized
in this report, including compilation and evaluation of experime.1tal data , nuclear reaction theory and model calculation, systematics research and comprehensive recommendation etc..

INTRODUCTION
Charged Particle Nuclear Data ( CPND ) have been widely used in basic
scientific researches on nuclear force , nuclear structure, nucl~ar reaction mechanism and nuclear astrophysics etc.; also used in engineering and technology
such as space radiation effects, neutron sources, biomedical isotope production ,
radiation therapy, activation analyses , radiation processing, accelerator shielding and fusion reactor designs.
Due to Coulomb repulsion between incident charged particle and target
nucleus , the cross sections of charged paltic1 e nuclear reaction are much smaller
than those of neutron , they are in about millibarn region; besides, there is a
Coulomb threshold , which is dependent upon Coulomb barrier, when incident
charged particle energy is less than the Coulomb threshold , the nuclear reaction
臼n not be induced , even if reaction energy Q>O. But in general , the threshold
for a reaction of Q>O equals to zero. The回 are the two characters of charged
particle nuclear reaction.
Compared with neutron experimental data , CPND areωarce and existing
~ta are scattered, usually the measured data are not enough to do an
-
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evaluation. Therefore, Chinese Nuclear Data Center ( CNDC ) puts the stress
on the establishment of nuclear reaction theory and model calculation codes for
CPND.
By the end of fifties, the measurements of CPND wi由 light particle incident were started in Ch ina Institute of Atomic Energy. About ten years later,
the studies of nuclear reactions indu臼d by heavy ion have been 阳rformed.
From 1975 on , the evaluationsll ] of CPND on light, intermediate, heavy and
fissionable nuclides have been carried out at CNDC in the energy region from
由reshold to 20 MeV or above.
In general , data are generated from experiment, theory and systematics.
The experiment is the first and direct so町饵， and the ba览。f both the latters.
The main task of evaluators consists in the collection, comparison , critical
assessment and selection of experimental data and associated covariances; nuclear model calculations and systematics must be used to fill gaps and remove
inconsistencies in the available experimental data; followed by the derivation of
preferred values by appropriate combination procedures, or self-consistent sets
of those if necessary.
1
1.1

EVALUATIONOFEXPERIMENTALDATA
Cornpibltion and CoUeetion of CPND

The measured data need to be compiled in EXFOR format for preserving,
exchanging and using. CNDC has compiled the CPND measured in China, and
sent to NDS / IAEA.
It is high important to make full use of all the available information on nuclear data. Th is is one of cardinal principles of nuclear data evaluation; because
the more information is utilized , the more reliable and accurate recommendation is obtained. Therefore the related experimental data must be collected as
ωmplete as possible.
The bibliographies and indexes to CPND used at CNDC are as follows:
Nuclear Science Abstracts; Nuclear Data Table; Atomic Data and Nuclear
Data Table; INIS Atomindex; USRL-504∞， BNL-NCS-50640
BNL-NCS-51771; CPND EXFOR Master-File Index.
The numeral data can be got from EXFOR entries, some papers and their
authors sometimes; howev町， it is necessary for this purpo 回 to read graph , b。
cause parts of the experimental data have not been compiled in EXFOR entries
yet. A part of numeral data used for CPND evaluation at CNDC were taken
from the figures of related articles and reports. The error of reading graph is

,
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1.2 C.-par

and Eyaluatio..f CPND

The first step, experimental data are analy臼d on the basis of measuring
method and instrument, correction factors and ∞varian臼 matrixes etc.
The main methods used in measurements of CPND are as follows:
(I) Measurement of outgoing partiel，臼: • E / A E- and • E / ,measurements, magnetic deflection, ma揭-捕归rator， .pulse-height discri呼ina- .
bon;
(2) Measurement of production nucleus: activation, chemical separation,
∞llection of recoil nucleus, and their ωmbination.
In a complex reaction , the method with particle identification is better than
由eo由ers， and the more the instrumental resolution is hi酬， the more the mea50
町ωr臼ult is aαurate.
In absolute determination , the incident charged particle fll服 is often mea50
ured by beam current integration. The unstabi1i ty of b臼m current integrator is
one of important sources for data difference sometimes, because there are usually some interferences in experiment, if they are not noticed and eliminated. In
addition , the background due to big elastic scattering is also a factor not to be
ignored.
In relative measurement, if the standard data of monitor are renewed, the
result should be renormalized.
When any carr民tion and covariance in evaluated experiments are
unreasonable or omitted, we ad阳st or supplement them , if possible; otherwi饵，
such experimental data shouldn't be adopted.
After this pro臼ss， available experimental data have been selected.
The 臼cond step, all cho臼n data are plotted in different figures according
to data categories respectively , in order to compare each other. If the discrepancy among them is large , a further and refined analysis is needed to decide which
should be accepted or rejected. If it is difficult to do this , the basic principle is
由at the minority is subordinate to the majority, or equal-weight average can
be adopted.
Currently, simultaneous evaluation is proposed and applied to estimate
cross sections, especially tor important ones. It is advanced in comparison with
individual evaluation usually adopted in many works because of the following
reasons. In the former method, it can be expected to reduce contribution of sY50
tematic errors in experiments to uncertainties of evaluated results, and original
values of experimental data are used without renormalizing even ratio data.
-
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Simultaneous evaluation method has been u回d in neutron data evaluation
at CNDC. It will be utilized for evaluating CPND.
1.3 Data Pro&!画画g

The data fit programs with Legendre polynomials[2] for angular distribution , orthogonal polynomials(J] and spline functions[4] with knot optimization
are u揭d at CNDC. Do曲曲e latters can estimate not only the evaluated cross
sections but also 由e covariances 部阳iated 明白 them. The 抽出 quantities 臼n
be estimated taking a∞ountofωreelation on 由e cro回民ction measurements.
Model 由eory is also used to fit experimental datalS], as shown in Fig. I.
Sometimes, ey guide is convenient and useful for this purpose.
Because of large systematic errors and discrepancies between different experimental results which in many cases are ve町 difficult to disclose and e1iminate, or lack of experiment data , the further and more precise measurement is
neces 随即， if possible.
If evaluated experimental data are not quite enough for application requirement , theoretical model calculation , systemstics re民arch or comprehensive
recommendation are required.
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Fig. I The excitation function of ωCu(p，3n) 6I Z n reaction

2 NUCLEAR REACTION THEORY AND MODEL CALCULATION
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Many CPND needed for application are either very dJ fficult to measure or
have to wait for being measured for unpredictable time delays. To a large extent
due to the practical requirements, nuclear r，锦ction theories and models have
been developed to the extent, that with appropriate par缸neters ba回d on related
available experimental data the required limited a∞uracies for some of 由。町
、nmeasurable" data can approximately be met. The槌 developments con但m
particularly the theoretical de部ription of fission pro臼ss， improvement in the
statistical and optical models of nuclear reaction , the introduction of pre-eq uilibrium and multistep proc臼ses in the description of nuclear reaction and a fur由er understanding of the physical foundations of nuclear model parameters.
Parallel to these theoretical developments powerful ωmputer codes have been
developed which allow very detailed calculations of nuclear reaction data for
structural and fissionable materials.
The present power of appropriately parameterised nuclear reaction theories and nuclear model calculation can be described as follows:
(I) They can be employed for inter- and extra-polation of experimental
results£坷， see Fig. 2;
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Fig.2 The reaction cross sections of p+64 Zn
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(2) They can be used for the prediction of unknown nuclear data such as
reaction cross section , angular and energy distributions as well as double
differential cross 则ione饵，iel， m Fig.3;
一
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Fig. 3 The calculated neutron multiplicity of
''Y induαd by prolon below 40 MeV
(3) They can be used to check the internal consistency between
measurements of different nuclear data of the same nuclides or neighboring
nuclides and can occasionally help in deciding among discrepant experimental
results(11, as shown in Fig. 4;
The isomeric cross section ratios for reaction 55Mn怡，n)5SCo were determined by S. Iwata (l 962i S) , T. Matuso (1 965页 9) and Long Xianguan et a 1.
(1 989)(η. Th e theoretical calculation was performed with Huizenga and
Vandenbosch method( \0) , it trends towards the experimental data of S.
Iwata!') and Long Xianguan et alP). The latter is a newer and more accurate
measurement, because high resolution ')I-spectrometry technique was used.
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Fig.4 Isomeric croll section ratioa for "Mn徊，时"CO reaction
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(4) They can be u揭d to calculate the cross sections of numerous charged
particle nuclear reactions with medium and high incident energy.
Some general and united codes for CPND have b饵n 臼t up at CNDC. For
instance, a comprehensive R-matrix analysis RCA codel II) based on the
multichannel and multilevel R-matrix theoryll2J is for light nuclei; model calculation codes CMUP2(13 ) based on the opti锦I model and the unified treatment
of exciton model and evaporation model is for medium and heavy weight nuclei
and CFUPll J4) based on MUP2lJ~J co(fe for fissile ones，由ey can be used to calculate the related CPND in the energy region from threshold to 50 MeV, and
will to 100 MeV according to the plan of 1993. see Fig. 到 16)
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CFUPI calculation

3 SYSTEMATICS RESEARCH
Th e CPND of the nuclides which have a short life time or very low sbun·
dance are either $carce or scattered , some of these data can complemented by
systematics.
The method settled a problem by from individuality to generality such as
systematics has been applied in many sciences.
-
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If systematical bchavior can be found out from

existing 饵pcrimcntal data
unknown physical quantities 也n be derived from known on岱
wi曲曲e aid of systematics r回回reb.
A 部ries Qf systemati臼 r幅幅Z曲。n neutron data have b臼:n done at CNDC,
扭曲 as average total radiative widths( Iη ，由自mal fi黯ion 町。55 sections of
削Did键问I， (n，2njl9)，仰，ch缸p-阳帅 )and (n，，，)cro锚 sectionsl20- 23)
The systematicses of (p,n), (P,2n) and (d,n), (d,2n) reaction 由创s sections
are being studied by m饵ns of simpl由eclmωel formulas and empirical
parameters at CNDC. The results win be -pubJished in ·Communication ofNu·
dear Data Progr臼s·.
oro也cr Duel缸，

4 COMPREHENSIVE RECOMMENDAnON
A finalωmprehensive recommendarion is usually neces姐ry after the
evaluations for various channels accomplished individually, when a complete
set ofall 由e partial reaction data is required.
(I) Generally, the comprehensive recommendation is mainly based on the
evaluated measured data, the model theoηcalculation and systematics results
are usually used to make up the deficiencies of experimental data;
(2) A comprehnsive reevaluation must be done in the case that the individual evaluations do not meet the physical constraint condition , i. e. the
nonelastic scattering cross section is not equal to the sum of all the partial cross
sections.
In this case, some cross sections were reevaluated and adjusted firstly to
make them to be self-consistent in the experimental errors. Then the reevaluat·
ed data of various reaction channels were fitted jointly to a self-consistent data
臼t by measns of one of the following methods.
(I) To obtain the cross 隔ction of a specified reaction channel from other
various channels aωording to certain physical relation. For example, a reaction
cross 臼ction (usually they are deficient in measured data or with poor accuracy)
锦n be deduced from the nonelastic scattering cross section minus the sum of all
由e other partial reaction cross sections;
(2) To make the excitation functions of various reaction channets
self-consistent by the aid of simulteneously fitting of the various individual
evaluations with the B-spline function or polynomial.
If there is a need for the data of a specific reaction channel but not for a
∞mplete set of all the partial reaction channels, the basic principles of compre·
hensive recommendation can be given as follows:
。) Th ere are more a∞ura阳 and enough experimental data , the recom·
-
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mended values are taken from evaluated on白;
(2) If experimental data are scar时， theoretical model calculation or sys.
恒mati臼 can repre键时 them well , model or systematics 臼leul剧。ncanbea。
但pted，回:e Fig. 6(5).
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Fig.6 The excitation function of ωCu(p ，np+d)'l Cu reaction

5 SUMMARY
Using mentioned-above charged-particle evaluation techniques , CNDC
has evaluated thermal nuclear reaction cross 臼ctions for fusion application and
activation cross sections of intermediate and heavy nuclei for isotopes production and activation analysis , such as 2H(d,n)JHe , 2H(d，p)恼， 3H(d，nt酶，
)He(d , p)4He , d+ 6 , 7Li , t+ 6 , 7Li , )He+ 6 , 7Li
and S晶Fe(p，y)S1CO， S7Fe(p,n) 51Co , 2)气J(d，2n)23SNp， 23\](p,ni 35 Np. The evaluated results have satisfied the needs ofthe users.
However , the model calculation program for light nuclides still need to be
留t up at CNDC. Th e existing codes CMUP2 and CFUPI wiJI be developed in
由e energy region from threshold to 100 MeV or more. It is n饵"姐 ry for
CNDC to make a further re民arch on the systematics and covariance ofCPND.
A problem awaiting solution in the world is how to establish a set of standard
data of monitor for CPND measurements.
Authorsare 叨叨 grateful to Drs. C. L. Dunford and R. M. White ofU. S.
A. for giving a chance to summarize 由e CPND work at CNDC , and Dr. Wang
Dahai oflAEA for his helpful advices.
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